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Disclaimer
This report is written by Symmetry Invest A/S. The report is based on research, financial statements,
interviews, field research, analyst reports etc. The report includes the opinions of Symmetry Invest A/S. This
are our own opinions. Symmetry do no assure for any correctness written in this report as there could be
material miscalculations, mistyping’s etc. The research is often done on a 6-18-month basis before
publishing. This report should in no way be seen as a buy, hold or sell recommendation of the company.
Symmetry Invest A/S are an authorized alternative investment firm (FAIF) by Danish regulatory authorities.
We are not authorized as an investment advisor and as such this research should in no way be interpreted as
investment advice but as journalistic research and our own reasoning for owning the stock. Symmetry are in
no way responsible for any losses incurred on investments based on this report. Readers of this report
should interpret that Symmetry Invest A/S are holding shares in the company by the time of publishing this
report. Symmetry commits not to trade in the stock in 72 hours following publishing (according to the
timestamp in the report). After that, Symmetry Invest A/S keeps the right to buy or sell the stock without any
further notifications about it. Our target price for the stock could change materially caused by factors either
in or out of company control. We are not obligated to issue a new report or any notification should or target
price change.
This report is released to the following persons:
-

This report is released on our company website to investors in Symmetry Invest A/S
The report is passed through to fellow fund managers or investment advisors around the world as it
is normal for investment managers to share ideas with each other
The report is sent to subscribers to Symmetrys quarterly newsletter registered on our website.

Symmetry Invest A/S operates under the FAIF regulation and can only do marketing of our fund to Danish
FAIF accredited investors. As such, this report should in no way be interpreted as marketing for Symmetry
Invest A/S.
In some cases, Symmetry will issue a follow up report on material new information about the company. But
are in no way obligated to so.
Investment in stocks includes risk of loss of capital and we always recommend others to consult with an
authorized investment advisor before doing investments.
Pictures and other material in this report could be protected by Copyright and cannot be redistributed.

Symmetry are not receiving payments from any company mentioned in this report beside our return on
stock ownership in companies mentioned.

Disclaimer

About Symmetry Invest A/S
Symmetry Invest A/S is a Danish based investment firm focused on small- and midcap companies globally. It
is a long-short fund that tries to take advantage of mispriced assets namely in the small cap space. We use a
fundamental view and take a long-term approach. We much prefer to invest with founders that are creating
truly unique businesses.
You can learn more about Symmetry Invest A/S at our homepage:
http://www.symmetry.dk/
or follow us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/Symmetry_Invest
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/48856174/
or Hedgenordic:
https://nhx.hedgenordic.com/Program.aspx?id=18996

Feel free to connect with us at:
aa@symmetry.dk

Naked Wines Plc

A huge beneficiary of Covid-19




Ticker

WINE

Even before the Covid-19 outbreak we invested in Naked Wines Plc
because we believe in the business model long-term.

ISIN
Currency

GBP

As we don’t know the long-term effect from Covid-19 we have not
included any benefit in our model and 600p target. But so far, its
clear WINE will get a huge benefit that could boost our price target
even further.

Target

600



WINE has a unique business model that is highly suited for long term
profitable growth in the US.



WINE has a strong management team with long tenure in the
company and an aligned shareholder base with some high caliber
funds recently entering the stock.



After the sale of Majestic, WINE has a clean balance sheet with 20 %
of the market cap sitting in cash. This gives them huge opportunity
to grow and take market share long term.



The total addressable market is big and expanding



WINE is actively embracing technology and taking care of the
customer, to make sure they expand the gap to competitors.

NØGLETAL

2020

2021

2022

174.400

202.090

236.107

276.700

-300

-1.299

922

3.308

EBIT

-2.800

-4.299

-2.228

1

Net Income
EBITDA margin

-9.400

-3.868

-2.557

-859

-0,2 %

-0,6 %

0,4 %

1,2 %

EBIT Margin

-1,6 %

-2,1 %

-0,9 %

0%

Revenue
EBITDA

Latest

318

Stocks in issue (mil.)

72,8

Market cap (mil.)

240

Key numbers (2020)
Not really relevant at this
point.

2019

(thousands GBP)
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Naked Wines Plc

Why is it cheap?
The most important question to ask before investing is. Why is the stock cheap? We see 5 reasons why WINE
(Naked Wines) is valued at big discount to what we believe the shares are worth.

1) WINE was originally a retail wine shop in the UK under the Majestic Wine name. In 2015 they bought
Naked Wines Plc. In 2019 the company sold of the retail businesses (quite good timing with Covid-19
coming) leaving the Naked Wines businesses as the pure-play online wine retailer. We think this has
made the stock much more attractive. But it has also created a huge movement in the shareholder
base. Before the shareholder base was a lot of UK institutions that liked the slow growth retail wine
businesses and a company paying steady dividends. With the sale of Majestic, the business is now a
money losing online crowdfunding businesses for independent winemakers. That stock did not fit
well into a lot of the portfolios. We think a lot of legacy shareholders sold the stock. This put selling
pressure on the stock between 2017-2019 .
2) The UK economy became more and more sluggish after Brexit. The retail part first and later the
online part started to post worse numbers in the UK over 2019. The negative GDP development
further depressed margins as most wine in the UK is imported.
3) While the retail business was only UK based the only businesses is more diversified between US, UK
and Australia with the US being the biggest market (and by far the biggest opportunity). A listed
company in the UK that have the focus in the US somehow discourage some investors.
4) The founder and former CEO Rowan Gormley divided investor opinions. We at Symmetry liked him,
but we also talked to other current and former investors in WINE who disliked Roman. He is a quite
an entrepreneurial and eccentric person. After Rowan stepped down as CEO late 2019 a lot his
“fans” probably sold the shares leaving to further declines in the share price. We think the new CEO
Nick Devlin have done a good job building trust with shareholders. As he is living in the US and is a
really operational and transparent guy, he has done a good job getting some new US investors in.
5) As the Naked business are in an investment phase and currently loss making the business and
operational money is not easy to understand. Even though we like the businesses a lot the unit
economics is still not 100 % proven to this date and the company need to show that the business
model work at scale in the future.
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What is Naked Wines Plc?
As Naked Wines sold its old retail business (Majestic Wines) in the end of 2019 we will focus this report on
the Naked Wines business that is the only remaining business in the group.
Naked wines are an online crowdfunding platform for independent winemakers. It is really important to
state that Naked is not an online wine-club as we know them. In those wine-clubs subscribers pay a monthly
fee to purchase wine at wholesale prices. The Naked model is a lot different (and a lot better in our opinion).
The costumers (called Angels) each month deposit 20 GBP or 40 USD (or a higher amount if desired) into an
online account. This is a monthly minimum subscription to be an angel. It is worth noting here that the
money paid still belong to the Angel. Its not a fee and can be fully refunded if the customer chooses. The
money is paid into “piggy bank account” that the Angel can use to purchase wine later on.
Naked Wines then each month receive monthly payments from all their angels into the bank account (again
its not income for Naked as the money belongs to the Angels). Naked then uses this money to fund
independent winemakers. Essentially and online crowdfunding solution where the Angels pay upfront and
use that to fund winemakers. Once the customer is ready to purchase, they can use the credit built up in
their account to buy wine (which is when Naked records revenue).

This model has huge benefits for both parties:

Wine-makers:
1) The wine-makers gets capital upfront from Naked Wine to buy grapes, equipment etc. and produce
the Wine (it takes time and capital to produce good wine).
2) By becoming an exclusive wine-maker on the Naked platform they get access to the 500.000+ angels
(customers) on the platform where they can be sure to sell their wine.
3) They don’t have to focus on sales and marketing as Naked deliver the customers. They can focus all
their time and energy on producing the best wine
4) As they sell directly and ship directly to consumers (with Naked taking a small cut) they can offer far
better prices than going through the big distribution system (especially in the US)
5) On the Naked platform they can interact with customers and get feedback on the wine and how to
make it even better etc. Naked also organize wine-tasting events etc. where customers can meet the
winemakers in person and taste the wine
6) Naked Wines takes care of bottling, labeling, distribution etc. That gives all the winemakers
economics of scale and let them focus on what they do best. Produce good wine.
7) As a result of these advantages, Naked has been able to attract a very strong roster of winemakers
(presentation has a slide showing winemakers from Penfolds etc).
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Angels:

1) Angels get access to better quality wine at lower prices. The value proposition is simply much better.

As can be seen above, in the US there is really only about 20 % of wine in the price of a $100 bottle. Most of
it are marketing, middlemen, distribution etc. When Naked Wines cut out all the middlemen, they are able
to make sure the Angels can get a significant higher % of wine for the $ they spend = better wine for lower
prices.
2) As you can see on the videos later on a lot of wine-drinkers like to know more about the wine.
Through naked they can learn about the wine, the winemaker, the story behind it etc.
3) As we have seen with other crowdfunding platforms, customers like to fund and help other
entrepreneurs.
4) As all the winemakers sell exclusive on Naked Wines Angels get access to wine that no one else can
buy. So, when you have friends over or are hosting a party you can actually serve delicious wine they
probably have never tasted before (and can’t access without becoming an angel).
5) They get access to the Naked platform where they can interact with both other Angels and the
winemakers. The angels rate the wine, comment on it, rank it etc. If you are a wine-lover this a
perfect platform to learn about wine and interacting with other wine-lovers.
You can watch some videos about the business model here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=501BIcogjsk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mF1bDTqUI0
And see some videos form wine tasting events here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96U42_JFfN8
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Removing the 3-ties distribution in the US:
This one is a little complicated but really important to understand. Naked Wines are classified as a winery
themselves. This gives them the ability to sell directly to consumers in the US (+90 % of the population). And
this gives them the ability to surpass the 3-tier distribution system in the US:

The wine-makers also benefits significantly from this system:
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How to find new winemakers?
Naked wines have full time employees where the only job is to find and hire new amazing winemakers. This
could be existing winemakers that want to get out of the current distribution/agency system and sell directly
to consumers.
But a lot of it is also Naked really helping new ones start up.

If you are a good winemaker and currently employed at another winery with a dream of making your own
wine Naked Wines is a perfect opportunity. Naked gives you money upfront to produce the wine, help you
will bottling, administration etc. and have customers ready to buy the wine when its done.
Because of this, WINE has been successful in hiring and seeding credibly winemakers from really all around
the world. Wit the disruption in the wine-market from Covid-19 there could be an inflow of new good
winemakers to the platform. A lot of good wine are currently sold to restaurants, wine-tastings etc. But as
those are closed Naked have an opportunity to get those winemakers on the platform.
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Big data:
To understand Naked Wines better its important to know that they are not just a middleman or a distributor
of Wines. They have created an online platform that is more like a “social network” for wine-lovers.
Below we have showed some pictures from the site to illustrate how it looks like:
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This is a platform that helps all the angels interact with each other, rate the wine, and interact with the
winemakers etc. The Angels can study and learn more about the wine, they can create groups, events etc. As
we have mentioned before, Naked also holds live events like Wine tastings etc.
Naked knows a lot about their Angels from their prior activity on the platform. There is a constant
accumulation of data that Naked uses to improve the product and user experience. Think about how
Facebook use your “likes, comments, browsing etc.” to tailormade their Ads to you. Naked Wines can do the
same with wine. They know your ratings, comments, what wine you look at, what price points you normally
buy, if you prefer red or white etc. They can use all that data to tailormade offers to you and help you find
wine you will like.
They can use ratings, comments, behavior to adjust pricing on the wine. In this way they can constantly
make sure that the price of the wine is in line with value for money.
Winemakers can use the data to improve the wine, adjust tastes etc. to match customer preferences.

Another thing about data relates to supply and logistics. This article explains a little about how much
technology and knowhow it requires to sell and distribute wine in the US:
https://techcrunch.com/2016/08/13/the-story-of-naked-wines/
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How do they get new Angels?
According to Naked their product and value proposition are extremely good for the Angels. The problem for
Naked has always been to get people to try it and get short term retention up. From studying their cohort
data, they know that after the first 12-18-month churn cohorts get extremely sticky and deliver high lifetime
value.
The issue has been how to first get people to try it. And afterwards how to get the short-term retention up.
Naked customers acquisition cost (CAC) is split into two pieces:
1) Cost of marketing (buying ads, paying partners, employees etc.)
2) First order discounts (the discount customers get on their first order)
Naked uses different channels to attract new angels. One is digital ads (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube etc.)
where they educate about the Naked model and flash some “discount” to get people to the site. That
channel is growing a lot.
The biggest channel is still the partnership channel. Here Naked have a lot of credible partners:

How Naked work with the partners can vary and the payment method can vary. The typical partnership is
based in the partner distributing vouchers from Naked. Think about when you order a package from Amazon
and you receive a voucher with the package. It will normally be something like “50 % discount on your first
order on nakedwines.com” etc.
When a voucher is then used on the website the user automatically subscribes to become an angel and start
depositing the monthly payment into their piggy bank. This is the most controversial part about the model.
When you read about Naked Wines on Trustpilot etc. the biggest frustrations come from people who use the
voucher but do not understand they also sign up to become an angel. When you think you are just using a 50
% discount voucher and Naked suddenly starts taking 40 USD from your account you can feel taken
advantage of.
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In my opinion Naked do a really good job of telling people how the model works. But to be fair there is a little
bit of “forcing the horse to the water” here. Naked knows it is hard to sell a monthly payment to new
customers. But they also know the value proposition are amazing and retention good for those who end up
becoming an angel. I think the model have been a little like tricking people to become angels with the 50 %
voucher and then just accepting that some get angry and leave and some stay. As long as the value of the
retained customers remains strong, I believe this model is attractive for Naked. I do think however that
Naked have improved over the last few years in this regard. They have become better at telling about the
model upfront etc. Naked do not have any interest in giving wine away for free so the retention is important.

Naked also have a money back guarantee. If you use the voucher and do not like the wine, you can get your
money back. They can only do this because, so few people complain about the wine quality and demand
money back.
Naked proactively interacts with their Angels. They contact them and ask about the wine. Is someone got a
Wine they didn’t like Naked will send a replacement bottle etc. The ultimate goal for Naked is to create
happy lifetime customers. They know that all this upfront cost to nurse new Angels improve lifetime value
and create long term shareholder value.
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I will also say a lot of the negative reviews on Trustpilot etc. is because people don’t read the vouchers etc.
correct. They just see “50 % discount”, don’t read further and use a fake email to make the purchase. Naked
Wines also proactively respond to all negative reviews on Trustpilot etc. an encourage people to contact
customer support to get all their money back.
As a little field research, I tried to sign up as an Angel (even though I can’t order Wine to Denmark). Below is
the welcome email:

I think they quite clearly lay out what will happen with the monthly payment etc. They send you 3-4 mails to
“warn you” before they take the first payment from you. But again, if you have used a fake or inactive email
when you used the voucher it doesn’t help.
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I also tested customer support when I wanted to exit the angel list (again I can’t order to Denmark). Here is
the quick response from them:

Again. I think its good customer support and service level. In my experience they went a long way to please
me, even after they found out they couldn’t make money on me.
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Optimizing LTV:
There is two ways to optimize value in the WINE model. One is to increase the lifetime value (LTV) and the
other is to reduce CAC. The CAC is mainly determined by the conversion rates i.e. how many new angels
Naked Wines gets on how many ads they displace and voucher they distribute. Also, the price for ads and
vouchers is important.
On the other hand, the by fair biggest opportunity is to improve the LTV. The biggest driver of LTV is the
retention rates on the angels. The second important driver is the gross margin and order size (ARPU) of
Angels.
The way to calculate the LTV for an Angel is the total gross margin dollars less the variable expenses
(warehouse, distribution etc.) the angel generates. As with typical subscription businesses Naked see lower
retention rates in the first years and higher retention rates as cohorts mature. It makes sense. If you sign up
for a new service, you have a higher tendency to leave than if you have been a member in 5 years.
Naked have different tools they can use to optimize LTV:

One of the more successful news tools they have used to auto-reorder. One of the biggest disappointments
for some angels has been when they find a wine they really love and when they want to reorder it it’s out of
stock. Naked have developed a tool they call “auto-reorder”. In this way Angels can make sure they order
more wine immediately when their favorite wine gets into inventory again.
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Another new invention is active customer refunding. Historically Naked waited for Angels to call them when
they wanted money back for “bad wine” etc. Now they are a lot more proactve here. They can use ratings,
comments on the site etc. to detect unhapy Angels. Then actively calling them and offer them new wine for
free as a substitute for the wine they didn’t like. To some people it can sound like a bad business model to be
so proactive in refunding customers.
But Naked have already seen increasing sign of better retention from Angels that got an active refund. It
makes sense. If Naked help you with new wine and support until you find some wine you like really like, you
will be quite loyal after that and keep buying more wine. Even through it cost Naked money upfront to do
this the long term value creation of happy customers are quite significant.

The last thing is more genial investment into product, AI, automation, website optimization etc. As Naked
before also owned the Majestic retail business they had to split IT resources etc. with them. Now that
management are 100 % focused on the Naked business, they can direct all fixed expenses to this business to
help create a better customer experience and improve LTV.
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The market opportunity:
The US direct to consumer (DTC) market is growing rapidly. It makes sense as the value proposition are so
great when you strip out all the middlemen. You get better wine for less money.
In Pennsylvania (PA) where DTC has been fully embraced, Naked have already become market leader with 11
% of the market.

The US DTC market are structurally growing double digit each year. The market is forecasted to reach 5
billion USD in 2024. If Naked can take a similar market share as in PA (11 %) that would give them a 600
million. USD sales opportunity. Remember they only did around 200 million GBP in 2019/2020, with slightly
less than half of that coming from the US.

Naked Wines have 2 long term structural growth drivers going for them:
1) Wine consumption is structurally growing every year and will keep growing forever. This is a 1.000year trend I don’t think will reverse any time soon
2) Online shopping will keep taking share from offline in most consumer buying over time. That of
cause also include Wine buying.
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Scale advantages:
The biggest thing people misunderstand in Naked Wines is the unit economics. Naked have invested big
sums of money upfront to build the distribution, supply chain etc. Also, a lot of IT cost are fixed, and
management and plc costs are mostly fixed. When you add all those upfront investments on top of the
upfront customer acquisition you get a business that have a lot of losses upfront but should grow into scale
later on.

Naked Wines don’t own their warehouses but have instead outsourced that to a third party. It is quite
expensive to build warehouses and distribution centers across the US and Naked would be better of
investing in new angels instead. Naked have identified several ways to increase margins at scale. The obvious
is in grape buying, bottling, labeling, packaging that Naked handles for the winemakers.
The other is in automation where they can get the customer to handle more themselves, having less people
directly involved.

It is our believe that a typical customer order is around 100-150 USD per order. If Wine can save around 5
USD per order it will give a direct margin benefit of 5 percentage points.
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Despite that Naked don’t own the warehouses they have locked in several deals to keep expenses fixed.
They will then achieve better margin per bottle of Wine as they grow in the US.
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Management and shareholders:
Naked Wines was founded by Rowan Gormley. Rowan was the CEO from 2015 (when Majestic bought
Naked) and until the end of 2019 when he stepped down and handed over the CEO role to Nick Devlin. Nick
was previously COO at the company and before that he was CEO of the US business where he build that
successful business up from nothing.
Besides Nick the company has a credibly CFO in James Crawford. Investors should listen to the last 3 years
conference call on the website and judge James from his perspectives and explanations.
The board of director recently got a new chairman in John Walden. John is a US citizen and thereby brings
the right US focus to the board as it’s in the US the biggest opportunity is.

As written before we have been following Naked Wines for several years but only recently bought a position
in the stock. One reason we did not buy sooner was because we didn’t like the retail business. After they sold
the retail business and the stock declined 50 %, we got really interested. But we still through there was a lot
of selling pressure from UK shareholders that liked the old “retail dividend stock”. And we wanted to see that
selling pressure over. In Q4 2019 and Q1 2020 that shift happened. 3 new US shareholders including T. Rowe
Price, Punch Card Capital and JMX US each bought significant position. This was the trigger to us because it
showed Nick Devlin had been successful in convincing US growth focused investors to join.
We think the shareholder base are now much more aligned with the investment case again.

The Apthorp family is the founder of the Majestic retail business. There is no reason to believe they will be a
seller currently. The founder of Naked Wines Rowan Gormley still holds +5 % of the shares.
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Financials:
1) When investors look at historical financials they should focus on the Naked business as the 3 other
businesses (Majestic Retail, Lay & Wheeler and Majestic Commercial) have old be sold.
To understand the financials its important first to understand the unit economics. The reported numbers
don’t show the value creation in our opinion.

Above Naked have shown the historical payback of their customer cohorts (its not an illustration but true
date based on 10 year data from historical cohorts). As we can see below in year 0 there is a loss due to
upfront investing on CAC. But then in year 1-2 Wine are already in a profit in that customer cohort. And over
the subsequent 20 years they will generate approximately 4-5 x return on the capital they invested upfront.
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The chart above illustrates it well. After around 14-15 month they are breakeven in a customer cohort. After
that, future purchases from that cohort buys are additional profit to WINE. After 5 year they have earned
back the original money 2,5x. If you do a simple IRR calculation you will get to something like 40-50 %
internal rate of return on the CAC they spend at those LTV/CAC ratios.
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Selling wine online is not like a software as a service business (SAAS) that should have +90 % ARR retention
to have good KPI’s. And best in class SAAS companies have +100 % ARR retention.
When you sell wine online your customers are of cause not as loyal and sticky with you. Also, their purchases
are more lumpy and not a monthly fixed income.
But nevertheless, Naked can with quite good prediction follow their cohort trends and adjust spending on
CAC to keep the LTV/CAC in line with their target payback of around 4x.
If we look take the revenue numbers from the different cohorts we can calculate the retention rates for each
cohort:

As we can see, retention is mostly in the 72-78 range the first year and then trending upwards.
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We can then look at the seqeuential development for the margin over time for the cohorts.

Out of 10 datapoints the 7 of them are positive, which means the retention rate are picking up as the cohort
matures.

Naked Wines have seen good revenue growth from most geographies over time. In the year ended March 31
2019 we can see the US became the biggest market.

The trend in FY20 have continued with the US growing to become a bigger share.
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Naked Wines estimate the long-term EBIT margin to be +10 % when they reach more scale. At the current
revenue of 200 million GBP this indicate around 20 million GBP in EBIT. At a 190 mio. GBP enterprise value it
corresponds to an EV/EBIT of 9,5.
We can also calculate the current stand-still EBIT and the current standstill margin:

Here we use the repeat EBIT of 45 mio. GBP. Then we calculate the amount they need to spend on
marketing to keep revenue flat. That number end at 9,7 GBP. After the fixed cost and plc cost the current
standstill EBIT is 11,5 mio or a 5,5 % margin. At the current enterprise value of 190 mio. GBP the share trade
at 16,5 x multiple.

How do we see the future then?

Here we assume flat margins of both repeat and new margins. We have retention at the lower range of their
forecast at 81 % and then trending upwards over time as the investment in new growth slows. The EBIT
margin will then trend up from around 0 to 7,4 %.
When we put those numbers into our DCF model and use a 10 % WACC our fair value gets to 630p. We use a
600p price target so far.
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Covid-19 impact:
As we said before we have tried to value Naked Wines without adding any Covid-19 impact to the results. At
the current stage its hard to calculate both the magnitude and longevity of the impact. However, there
clearly is a huge positive short-term benefit to Naked Wines. If they can use this short-term impact to gain
long term value the benefit could be significant.
We follow the newsflow close for all our companies recently. Here is the recent developments/news from
Naked Wines since the Covid-19 outbreak. The first one is from 19. March.

1

Here Naked Wines disclose they can’t take more orders in the UK due to surging demand after the UK
lockdown. Both repeat and new costumers are buying all their stock available for sale in the UK (this was
solved early April with plenty of supply now available).
The next update was in early April when Naked gave a trading update for the full year ending 31 March 2020.
Wine says the results will be ahead of analyst projections (that already was up going into the update). Wine
said FY sales would be above 200 mio. GBP. Analyst were projecting around 198 before the update:

2

Its hard to know how much of this was due to Covid-19. But its important to remember that UK was only in
lockdown around 15 days in the FY. Wine on average due around 4 mio. GBP per week in sales. If it’s the last
two weeks of march that have added around 3-4 mio. GBP additional sales to the FY numbers we are seeing
a 40-50 % growth rate over the last 2 weeks.
For now its hard to know for sure how much sales have spiked. The company will post FY results in late may
or early June. Hopefully they can give a little clarity into what have happened.

1
2

https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2020/03/naked-wines-suspends-orders-but-indies-carry-on/
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/WINE/14497583.html
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The next news in early April was that Naked Wines was hiring a lot of people due to increased demand. The
news article mentioned 80 new positions. As the company only had around 200 people before it tells a lot
about the current demand when you hire that much people. I should mention some if the hires are to the
distribution centre etc. that are owned by third parties.

3

The recent news is a 5 mio. $ program where Naked will buy inventory from good winemakers that can’t get
rid of their good wine because of closed restaurants etc.

4

In my opinion this is extremely smart.
1) You get access to more high-quality inventory at a time when your demand has never been better
2) You show a lot of quality wine-producers the benefit of the Naked platform. A lot of those will
hopefully cut out the middlemen in the future and become exclusive to Naked

Its hard to know what impact Covid-19 will have. But it could be substantial. The most important for the
company is to deliver extremely good service to everyone and have a high retention after the short-term
impact are gone.

3

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nakedwinescom-accelerates-hiring-as-demand-for-wine-deliverysoars-301042244.html
4
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nakedwinescom-launches-5m-support-fund-for-winemakersdisrupted-by-covid-19-301046181.html
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5

The research from Nelsen above illustrates how much market share have moved online in the US since the
Covid outbreak. Just to be clear- online sales have not gone up 400 % from 7 to 29 %. The bigger share is
probably mostly due to offline sales dropping a lot.
As Naked Wines CEO Nick Devlin said on his Linkedin account: A lot of people will not experience with online
delivery for their first time. If Naked Wines do a good job of making that experience good, it can lead to a lot
of additional long-term customers.

What is possibly going on is that the LTV is lover because they get a lot of new customers and the 1-3 year
churn will be higher. But on the other side the CAC is also decreasing a lot due to lover Ad rates, higher
conversion rates etc. The LTV/CAC will probably stay really good despite them getting in a big amount of new
customers.
The other thing is the new demand help them achieve scale economics much faster. As I mentioned earlier
Naked have a lot of fixed expenses in IT, Corporate, Platform development, logistics, supply chain etc. With a
big increase in revenue they can leverage those fixed expenses much faster than in my model.
If they can keep a high inflow of new customers and a high retention afterwards Covid-19 could make this a
+1.000p stock in a few years.
The fair value is probably somewhere between our 600p base case and +1.000p Covid-19 view.

5

Nielsen reserach
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Risk and conclusion:
The biggest risk to achieving the target is that the unit economics don’t work at scale. Naked have scaled
from 50 to 200 mio. GBP in less than 10 years and they have increased customer acquisitions spend by 400 %
over the last few years. But in the short term it has also pushed down the LTV/CAC ratio. Even through we
are confident it will work its not proven that the business model can scale and deliver positive free cash flow.
The other risk is that Nick Devlin is new at the CEO position. I take comfort that he is an internal hire having
spend several years at Naked before becoming the CEO. But so far, we can’t judge him on his leadership
skills.
Another risk is regulatory changes. One of the huge benefits for Naked is because they are classified as a
winery and can sell direct to consumers in the US. If that regulation changed and Amazon etc. could start to
sell wine directly it could change the competitive landscape. But so far Naked have still done well in the UK
where such regulation doesn’t exist. It is also important to note that regulatory change in the US would
have to occur on a state-by-state basis and so would take a long time to implement.
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